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Hardly any other industry has been hit as hard by
COVID-19 as the aviation industry. For a successful restart
for airlines, reduced costs and flexible operations are
crucial. As the overall maintenance concept of an airline’s
fleet is a key lever for both aspects, it must be optimized
now while fleets are partially grounded.
Lufthansa Technik and Lumics draw on strong experience and proven approaches for the transformation to an
optimized maintenance concept, which will foster the
rightsizing to a future sustainable setup.
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Aviation
industry
to face
enduring
changes

The COVID-19 pandemic has hit the global airline industry
hard. Due to travel restrictions and a sharp drop in demand,
worldwide passenger traffic in March 2020 fell by approximately 90 % compared to the previous year. As a result,
many airlines have parked all or part of their fleets. The sudden collapse in sales plunged many airlines into a crisis and
in some cases even into insolvency.
While demand is more volatile than ever – rising and declining with every change in political guidelines regarding quarantine, testing and travel restrictions, a recovery to pre-crisis levels is not yet in sight. Moreover, it is becoming increasingly clear that the V-shape recovery course hoped for at
the beginning of the crisis will not occur. Current forecasts
assume that global passenger traffic in terms of revenue
passenger kilometers will not return to pre-crisis levels
until 20241.
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IATA, Press release no. 95, 24 November 2020

There are a number of reasons for this: Firstly, many passengers are avoiding flying for fear of infection on board or
because of the situation in the respective destination region.
Secondly, the economic situation is forcing both leisure and
business travelers to save costs and thus to limit travel activities to the absolute minimum. Thirdly, many companies are
now exploiting the potential of digitization, so that video
conferencing or other digital media are replacing air travel.
Another challenge is the probably non-linear and still highly
uncertain course of the recovery in demand. Reoccurring
COVID-19 outbreaks or the spread of virus mutations can
lead to setbacks due to regional lockdowns and tightened
travel restrictions. Considering the current developments
future demand is difficult to predict and will remain volatile,
even after the start of the vaccination against COVID-19.
Against this background, the airline industry must prepare
for turbulent times and adapt to enduring changes.
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Cost-efficient and flexible operations are critical
to support the rightsizing for the future
While cash flow on a short-term basis has been secured for
many airlines, the focus now is on adapting the organizational

structure to ensure future success and profitability. Two activities are particularly important in this respect:

Reducing costs:
Revenues have come under strong pressure
due to the decline in demand and increased
competition for the few passengers. To be able
to operate profitably again in this environment,
it is now crucial to focus on cost reduction and
structural streamlining.

Increasing flexibility:
The airline’s ability to respond to volatile demand and
other rapidly changing environmental factors will be a
prerequisite for cost-efficient operations and a strategic advantage for the mid-term. Therefore, airline
operations need to become highly flexible.

In order to achieve the two goals mentioned previously,
airlines must be willing to adjust their operations to the new
situation effectively and therefore consistently question

existing structures. This is the only way to fully exploit
existing potentials and establish competitive structures
for the future.
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The synchronization of maintenance and flight
operations will be essential for the restart phase
The maintenance concept is a powerful lever for determining
an airline’s optimum operation. It stands for the optimized
bundling of all aircraft maintenance program tasks to ensure
the most suitable solution concerning available ground time,
framework conditions and strategic customer targets. With
an optimized maintenance concept, airlines are able to perform the required maintenance scope at the right point in
time and at the best suitable location without compromising

operations. The two goals mentioned above, cost reduction
and increased flexibility, are part of a total of five conflicting
targets in airline operation environment, as outlined in Figure 1.
Reaching the most effective mix of the strategic target
dimensions – aircraft availability, stability, technical quality,
MRO cost and flexibility – is a critical competitive factor and
thus the aim of every airline operator.

Figure 1: Airlines conflicting target dimensions
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During operation, complex and partly unpredictable processes generate an environment where it is not reasonable to
focus on all targets simultaneously, as the dimensions conflict with each other. During the restart phase and on every
airline’s way to a new normal, it is essential to optimize a
maintenance concept intelligently. This allows the airline to
focus on the synchronization of maintenance activities and
flight operations in order to meet cost and flexibility targets
in particular.
Adaptations of maintenance concepts typically generate a
considerable cost reduction potential of up to 15 % of line
maintenance cost. This can be achieved by an optimized
event pattern and higher task interval utilization. Associated
with these improvements are efficient maintenance planning
processes that allow the freeing up of capacities. An additional cost reduction or revenue increase is possible once the

Technical quality

maintenance concept enables the operation of existing flight
plans with fewer aircraft or the use of free aircraft capacity
for new destinations. There is usually the potential to free up
1 out of 25 operating long-range aircraft and 1 out of 100
short-range aircraft.
In addition to the cost reduction, an increase in flexibility is
possible by reducing the overall amount of required maintenance ground times. With an optimized maintenance concept, an overall line maintenance ground time reduction of
up to 11 % is achievable. For an environment in which frame
conditions such as demand, the number of flights and destinations are changing constantly, a maintenance concept can
be set up to allow constant adaptation and efficient maintenance. This enables airlines to benefit from both reduced
costs and operational flexibility, so they are well prepared for
a new normal.
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Time
is now –
Opportunities for gaining
cost and flexibility potentials
during ramp-up

Major changes in an airline’s operation are particularly effective when performed during greater interruptions. These
moments are seldom and the willingness to change is usually
limited. One such major change is the implementation of a
new maintenance concept, and examples of greater interruptions are major flight schedule changes, maintenance program revisions and extraordinary aircraft downtimes, as is the
case during the current crisis.
The Coronavirus led to extensive aircraft parking, which offers
opportunities to restart operations in an optimized maintenance environment. There is hardly a better time in an airline’s
operation than the phase of acceleration to introduce a new
maintenance concept, as the effort for bridging checks is at a
minimum. Aircraft are on the ground for an extended period,
maintenance is not fully loaded with daily firefighting, and
planning has to issue a reactivation work pack regardless.
This way, airlines can directly experience the benefits of a
newly rolled out maintenance concept and save a remarkable
amount of man-hours during bridging checks.

Lufthansa Technik studies revealed that the
numbers of man-hours for such checks can be
reduced by 50 to 200 hours per aircraft.
People and systems usually strive for stability. However, the
willingness to accept change is higher during times of crisis.
One example of this is the increased willingness to try out
and use new IT tools for the virtual workplace, as many companies have experienced during this current crisis. People’s
willingness to change combined with the requirements for a
profitable new normal is an opportunity not to be missed.
For the reasons stated above, the framework conditions are
currently ideal for optimizing an airline’s maintenance concept and thus realizing additional cost and flexibility potentials. Since this window of opportunity will steadily close as
the ramp-up of airline operations progresses, airlines should
act now.
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The proven approach supports the optimization
of maintenance concepts during the pandemic
Lufthansa Technik has bundled its many years of experience
in optimizing maintenance concepts into an engineering
consulting service called Maintwise. Maintwise enables airlines to efficiently synchronize maintenance and flight operations while improving key performance indicators like maintenance costs and flexibility.

As outlined in Figure 2 below, Maintwise is set up as a modular product to perfectly address and solve airline operators
individual challenges. Throughout the entire process, the
current maintenance concept is compared with different
concept variations simulated with regard to defined KPIs.
Multiple parameters and extensive amounts of data are
examined to reveal hidden potential.

Figure 2: Maintwise – a modular product

Quick Assessment

Design

The first part of the modular product – the Quick Assessment – provides the opportunity to reach a mutual under
standing, quick check the maintenance concept and receive
a third party view. The operator obtains first improvement
ideas based on identified unused potentials within just
one week.
The subsequent Design Module includes the analysis of different maintenance concept scenarios and the development
of one detailed maintenance concept of the airline’s choice.
After that, different services support the concept implementation process.
One example of these Add-On services that support the concept implementation is the so-called subscription, which
provides a continuous review and adaption of the maintenance concept to take into account changing external conditions on a medium to long-term basis, such as:
▪ The increasing number of operating A/C during
the restart phase following the COVID-19 crisis
▪ The transformation from a demand-based to a
scheduled flight plan
▪ Seasonal or major flight plan changes

Implementation

▪C
 hanges in the aircraft maintenance program (AMP),
meaning: major changes in planning data or intervals for
an existing task or new task which cannot be easily
included in the maintenance concept
▪ The introduction of a new (repetitive) supplemental
maintenance task e.g. through an airworthiness directive
with impact on the maintenance concept due to the high
consumption of ground time and/or man-hours
▪ Changes in manpower available for line maintenance work
To ensure airlines’ competitiveness at an early stage of the
restart, the standard Maintwise product has been adapted to
fulfill their needs. Here, Maintwise also uses a Quick Assessment for a first analysis of the status quo. This is 3 weeks
faster than the standard assessment but focuses on individual restart targets. Based on this, a continuous maintenance
concept adaptation that takes into account all the underlying
uncertainties provides the flexibility an airline needs right
now. This grants operators the optimal maintenance concept
at every step of the way towards their new normal operation.
As this service can be offered completely remotely, physical
distancing is not an obstacle to benefiting from Maintwise.
Figure 3 summarizes the key benefits of the new product
setup.
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Figure 3: Touch-and-go with Maintwise

Changes

Efficient preparation for restart
Optimized maintenance concept
Reduced implementation effort out of parking situation / low season

Maintwise
Conscious hedging for selected A / C
Flexible adaption on framework conditions by subscription add-on

Restart

No initial personnel and cost investment required

Focus elements to ensure
sustainable success
When transforming the maintenance concept, it is essential
to secure the involvement of all relevant departments, functions and employees. Understanding the technical needs is
the easy part of a transformation – securing conformity with
existing organizational structures and the company culture is
often a shortcoming. To ensure sustainable success, a holistic end-to-end transformation of the maintenance concept is
required.
Lumics, a joint venture between Lufthansa Technik and
McKinsey & Company, is a specialist implementation consultancy. Their knowledge supported numerous aviation clients

with their transformation projects, achieving the sustainable
transformation of maintenance processes and operational
excellence.
For the successful transformation of the maintenance concept, not only the technical aspects need to be taken into
account but also management systems and the employees’
mindsets and capabilities. The optimal interaction of these
three focus elements as outlined in Figure 4 enables operational excellence and supports sustainable change.

&
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Figure 4: Holistic approach to maintenance transformation considering three focus elements

The way processes, tools
and resources are configured
to create value

Management
Infrastructure

1

Technical
System

The formal structures, processes and systems through
which the operating system
is managed to deliver

▪ How can productivity be increased
by synchronizing flight planning and
maintenance tasks?
▪ How can MRO costs be decreased by
optimizing maintenance task utilization?
▪ How can technical bundling be used
to work smarter, not faster?

▪ What does an Airline’s optimized
maintenance concept look like?
▪ How can Maintwise create transparency
for an operation?
▪ How can Maintwise improve the
workload management?

Mindset and
Capabilities
Employees’ thoughts and
feelings as well as how they
manage their workplace, both
individually and collectively

▪ How can small improvements be
continuously collected and implemented?
▪ Is a company-wide process to recognize
ideas and allow implementation in place?
▪ How are employees trained? Is the
organization able to adapt to a new
maintenance concept quickly?

Considering the three focus elements outlined above, the
following topics are elaborated during the maintenance
transformation process:

1

Assessment of maturity levels, health checks
and operational diagnoses

5

Performance management and KPI-definition

2

Risk assessment and pain point identification

6

Coaching and training

3

Further cost reduction, e. g. by increased efficiency
resulting from the optimization of operating model
and processes

7

Change Management and stabilization of new leadership and team roles and responsibilities

4

Assessment and optimization of supply chains

8

Collaborative transformation methodologies
to implement sustainable performance
improvement in the organization

As an implementation specialist, Lumics offers support by
identifying all the relevant pain points and defining measures
to tackle these issues. This expertise furthermore ensures
the implementation achieves decisive results.

By combining the technical expertise of Lufthansa Technik
and the consultancy proficiency of Lumics, airlines benefit
from a holistic approach. This ensures a fast impact in maximizing cost reductions and flexibility by optimizing maintenance concepts immediately.
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Proof
of concept
Cost reduction and flexibility
increase at two airlines

As outlined previously, a lower cost position in conjunction
with increased flexibility will be key for airlines who have
made it their goal not only to survive this crisis but to emerge
stronger than their competitors. These factors were also the
main motivators for a project performed for a North American carrier. This operator’s focus with a large A320 fleet
(100+ aircraft) was on cost reduction without compromising
the high level of flexibility required for profitable flight
operations.
Maintwise helped this customer reduce its line
maintenance cost by 1 million USD per year while at
the same time increasing aircraft availability. This
also enabled the operator to conduct three
additional flight legs per day.

The operator had already established a phased A-Check concept within its line maintenance. However, the customer was
not satisfied with the current setup as the individual checks
were not technically optimized and were performed with a
very low yield, resulting in high maintenance effort. Additionally, the large number of single-running tasks led to considerable planning effort and placed a lot of responsibility on
the individual planner.
After understanding the customer’s setup and pain points,
the Maintwise team developed alternative maintenance concept scenarios and simulated them to outline optimization
potential for the customer.

In close cooperation with the customer, the scenarios were
evaluated and the concept that best suited the operator’s
targets and setup was developed in detail.
The cost reduction was generated mainly through repackaging the line maintenance modules. In particular, the decoupling of the weekly check from the A-Check modules and the
harmonization and optimization of these A-Check modules
enabled the customer to significantly increase the utilization
of line maintenance tasks. Moreover, the adapted structure
of the phased concept enabled shorter ground times for
maintenance. In close cooperation with flight operations, it
was determined that this setup would be more beneficial for
flight scheduling since the higher amount of short ground
times would provide them with greater flexibility in scheduling flights and ultimately result in higher aircraft availability
without adapting the fleet size.
On-site visits are usually one of Maintwise’s core strengths
and are used to collect data, conduct expert interviews, build
a strong relationship with the customer and understand its
operation as thoroughly as possible. However, due to the
pandemic, on-site visits are not always possible without
restrictions. Maintwise has therefore adapted its service
accordingly and now also offers the optimization of maintenance concepts remotely. In the meantime, this procedure
has been tested and proven in practice, most recently during
the optimization of the maintenance concept for Hong Kongbased airline Cathay Pacific in early 2020.
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“This work has made a key contribution in the drive for
continuous improvement to our Hong Kong line maintenance
operation. We were impressed by the quality of the work
the Lufthansa Technik team delivered which achieved the
business objectives we set out for them at the start of the
project.”
Robert Taylor, General Manager Engineering Operations at Cathay Pacific Airways Limited

In spite of travel restrictions and lockdown, the Lufthansa
Technik team was able to develop an optimized and
ready-to-implement maintenance concept. By establishing a
highly predictable, yield-optimized and level-loaded packaging of line maintenance tasks, Cathay Pacific is now able to
improve both maintenance on time performance and planning stability in a cost-neutral manner. Together with Cathay
Pacific’s dedicated engineering team, this project has proven
that virtual cooperation across different time zones can also
be very efficient for consulting services of this kind.

In total, Lufthansa Technik has demonstrated its expertise in
handling optimized maintenance concepts in 25 projects
with 10 airlines for over 700 aircraft, generating a total cost
savings potential of 50 million USD per year.
These examples demonstrate the impact of maintenance
concepts on optimizing an airline’s line maintenance setup
and aligning maintenance with flight operations. Tackling
this kind of optimization project now can provide airlines
with the competitive edge they need to have – a strategic
advantage right at the beginning of restart.
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